President Obama Needs To Be Outed
President Obama lives a closeted life, wears a
front to mask his enormous secret, maintains a public lie to defend his reputation and presidency, has
a hidden truth that no one dare speak. What is that
hidden truth? It is that he is a closet statutory citizen and not a "natural born citizens" as the Constitution requires in order to be President.
Some secrets are too devastating to be shared, too
shocking to be disseminated, too disruptive and
damaging to be broadcast. One such secret was
that kept by Rock Hudson and all who knew him.
When it was finally reveal in the press that he had
AIDS, I wasn't shocked one bit. Why?
Because decades earlier, while still a teenage in
the 1960s, my uncle, a resident of Hollywood, once
related that while he was at a Hollywood party, he
saw Rock Hudson, super male heart throb, kissing
a man on the mouth. That sure went against the
grain of what one would have expected to hear.
But why did no one else hear about it? And not for
decades?
Because of a wall of silence maintained by the
press in order to protect one of America's idols.
The news that a handsome, strong leading all-male
American figure could be "queer" was more than
any news operation was willing to divulge to the
American people. There was an actual real-life,
honest-to-goodness conspiracy of silence to protect him, (and us) from the truth.
We still live in the same world with the same motivations, only today the man being protected is not
a superstar actor, but the President of the United
States. He's being protected from the public knowing the truth about him. He must be kept in the
closet so no one is aware that he is constitutionally
barred from serving as the President.
The silence not only protects him, it also protects
all those complicit in his election and those backing
his secret agenda to further socialize America because by maintaining the appearance of eligibility,
their interests are protected for as long as he remains in the White House.

This situation is analogous to that of how the
press treated Magic Johnson when he suddenly resigned from his role as one of the most popular
basketball players on Earth. If, before that event,
sports reporters were aware through word-ofmouth that he had some unknown illness that might
end his career, none of them would have questioned him about it because he was so well liked.
They were all in his corner and rooting for him.
So it would have been unthinkable for one of
them brazenly and disrespectfully to publicly demand to know what the truth was about his status.
To ask; “Is it true that you have a serious unreported illness?” would have been analogous to a leftist
reporter asking B. Obama; “Is it true that there are
serious questions about your birth certificate and
citizenship?”
They would not have asked Magic that question
because it would have been impolite, -been something that no one else would want to hear, and a
question to which no one would have desired to
know the answer.
Even more out of the question would have been
asking MJ; “Is it true that you have HIV, and if so,
then how did you contract it?” Just asking that
question would have ended the career of any sports
reporter on Earth because he would have become a
pariah in everyone’s eyes.
Similarly, today we face the situation of no reporter daring to ask the question to which they do
not want to know the answer, namely; “Mr. President, Mr. Obama,...Senator, is there any truth to
the contention that you knowingly and willfully
assumed the office of the President without being
constitutionally qualified to be President?” “Is
your entire presidency illegitimate, conceived outside of the sacred bond of constitutional fidelity,
and born in bastard illegitimacy?” “Would you
care to address that issue if you have the time?”
Don’t bet your lunch money that such questions
will ever be asked of him while he is the most powerful politician in the free world because those who
could do the asking don’t want to expose him to
such questioning, -nor to know the answer. But
someone needs to ask him, to expose him as the
statutory citizen that he is, rather than the natural
citizen that he is required to be. Someone needs to
out him.

Donald Trump gave hints that there might be a
secret that Obama doesn't want anyone to know,
such as the very real likelihood that he was born
outside of the United States and therefore was not
even a U.S. citizen at birth because his mother was
several months too young to legally convey citizenship to him.
Sheriff Joe Arpaio has gone considerably farther, something quite the opposite from what he
expected when he accept the job to investigate his
birth certificate images, his Social Security number, and his Selective Service registration. The
government hacks in control of public records refuse to cooperate with him and supply the records
they're keeping secret, some of which have mysterious been found to be "missing". He and his volunteer posse did their best before a room full of
reporters to reveal their shocking findings, but
what was the response of the press? To question
him and remain silent about his findings. They
were determined to keep Obama in the closet.
And so far they have succeeded.
But there is an underground word-of-mouth type
means of spreading rumor, gossip, facts, and truths
to Americans far and wide. It of course is the
wonder known as the internet and you're probably
taking advantage of it right now. People can't remain entirely in the closet because even though
you can fool all of the people some of the time,
and some of the people all of the time, you can't
fool all of the people all of the time.
But every major website of news and journalism
has sure tried to, with only a few exceptions.
Were it not for sites like YouTube, and WorldNetDaily, the hidden truth about Obama's birth certificates and citizenship would probably be as arcane
as theories about ancient aliens and Bigfoot. But
the funny thing about reality is that it is as likely
to be what you don't expect as to be what you do
expect, as evidenced by a sighting and reporting of
a Bigfoot just a block or two from my own backyard. (I live in the county where the Bigfoot footage was shot)
When or if you see something out of the blue,
something that is totally unexpected and shocking,
do you protect your reputation for level-headed

credibility by remaining silent, or do you report
the truth? The main-stream-media has chosen the
former. Or it is perhaps more likely that they are
just plain old ignorant. That is perfectly understandable. What is not understandable is their
dogged determination to assert their opinion as if
they know what they are talking about when they
don't.
Why are they so determined? Why do they not
have questions that might make them want to look
behind the curtain? Why are they seemingly devoid of normal curiosity? One possible explanation is "group-think", maintained by peer pressure,
and fear of being the nail-head that sticks up and
therefore gets hammered.
But it is definitely not all about fear, it's also
about affection for the usurper-in-chief. What's
not to like about a cool, affable, powerful personality? They bask in its radiant glow. It's vitamin
D for their socialist souls. It makes their socialist
bones that much stronger. Why in the world
would they be expected to "out" their messianic
Achilles?
They won't do it because some secrets are best
kept in the closet, -like JFK's young intern's secret
sexual relationship with him that wasn't revealed
for 50 years. But secrets can only be kept by those
who know them. Those who don't are supporting
their President by not learning the constitutional
truth about his citizenship, -by not asking the
questions normal curiosity asks. You may never
hear them asked in public in your lifetime, -at least
not by anyone in a position of authority or celebrity or media significance.
But since ignorance is bliss, they are contented
to maintain the bliss of not knowing (or sharing)
the truth about their closeted, un-outed President.
It's that their great and powerful Achilles has a
weak spot, a fact which he is keeping in the closet.
But the thing about secrets is that when enough
people aren't willing to doze-off, tranquilized into
sleep by the wall of silence, then Achilles will
eventually suffer an arrow through his vulnerable
heel. When and if that finally happens, Look Out!
because the you-know-what is going to hit the fan.
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